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JOAN CRAWFORD IN HER GREATEST HIT "BRIDE WORE RED" AT MALCO-FULTON SATURDAY MITE, SUN.-MON.
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Nc MISER THIRTY-EIGHT

'ROAD SURFACING
OPENING MEETiNG 1YOUNG FARMER DIES
FULTON COUNTY GETS NEGRO IS HELD 'CITY COUNCIL IN
BEGUN IN COUNTY OF WOMAN'S CLUB
BY HIGH VOLTAGE
FOR ROBBERY REGULAR MEETING
ELECTRFICATON FUND
_

-

I

Preliminary preparations for the
Fulten City Council met in
Mrs. T. M. Franklin arid Mrs.
Cecil Bennett, colored, who is
William Frank Gwynn, 19-year.
J. B. McGehee, secretory ••1 the
Monday . spreading of new asphalt surface Joe thowder were hosteeses at the Id farmer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
alleged to have held two white regular monthly session
Bureau,
Farm
County
Fulton
the
Saturday night, Oct night, with the mayer and all the MI the road from Ile•kman to the opening meeting of the Fulton Wo- Wade Gwynn, who resided about
received a telegram last week from hoes op here
this week and members of the board present. Tennessee state line en Rutile 94, man's Club which was held Friday five miles north of Fulton, died
Senator Albeit W. Barkley, in 25th, was tried
thi Minutes Id previews meeting were were completed last week, and the afternoon in the club rooms. Pages about six o'clock Wednesday at the
Washingten, that the $100,000 allot. bound over to the action of
read and bills okeyd.
jury.
first asphalt and gravel were mix- were Mrs. Leon Browder and Mrs. Fulton hospital just one hour after
grand
in
Electrification
ment for Rural
Several visitors appistred before, ed and rolled down Thursday.
JA din D. Rowlett and his coinJ. E. Fall. Tit: president, Mrs. War- he was received there, suffering
Fulton - Hickman Ceunties had
',amen, of near Columbus, came to the teemed, Including G. N. Choate,
Trainloads of crushed gravel, en Graham, called the meeting to from severe burns sustained when
stated
McGehee
Mr
granted.
been
tanks of asphalt, a fleet of trucks order arid presided over a brief ee touched a 66,000 voltage live
Fulten to the Rodeo, and as it preprwtor ad the Fulten Hotel; At
&that pewee for this unit ....twat procame time. to leave the fairgrounds Ttemoisen, of Kentucky Utilities,' end road building in
mov- buamese session during which time us ire, which was said by hospital
e direct from TVA.
-Table
L. Jones Poll tax ed into Hickman early in the week. plans were discussed for the fall attaches to be the worst third dethey inquired about seme colored and Dr J
fellows they had brought 'with a as refunded to J. L Witherspeon. Builders expect to have the road and winter. Mrs. Charles Gregory gree burn ever seen at the local
Tick( is nfino 'sold For
them. Bennett is said to have told
On motion made by Councilman, finished by the end of October, un- read the minutes and called the
b'irst Thom Grid Garai them Iii. Wiould direct them bi the E. N. DeMyer and seconded by T. less on account of rain or extreme. red III the absence. of the recording inspital.
Gwynn was unable to give an ac-colored dertrict if the a ty, and T. BOW, an audit if the city books ly cold weather.
secretary, Mrs. Hendon Wright. Re- count of the accident but members
was,
drive
boosters'
special
4 A
ports were made by the various of the family believe he was enis to be made prior to the change
help them find the negrues.
started Tuesday to sell tickete to , Browder Crossing was blocked of administration in January.
chairmen
of committees and effa- tangled in a loose live wire. Those
the fest home feetball game of the, by a train, arid as they waited,
The council voted to give ti
cers and the president announced who were in the field working
here
played
be
will
es.hich
season
with Henna tt on the back seat, the city attorney a salary of $75 pe:
that the state president, Mrs. Paul with him reported that the lad tried
Friday. October 8, when the Gold- negio grabbed one and used a nionth and 30 per cent of fines
Wickliffe. will be present at the to get a copper ground wire from
en Tide of Central City will play eerie and
threatened Orem, the cellected The board also agreed
oevernber meeting of the local the light pole and crossed the high
Fairfield.
Bulldogs
at
Fulton
*the
white boys stated Simi'. five or six that after January 1st. the city
club. All announcement was made voltage, throwing lum about thirty
11 The average of each team'as a- millers was taken from the boys. judge be paid $75 per month. DurAn agreement wInch si iii add an concerning the district convention feet. An investigaUon by Abe
bout 150 pounds nad both teams they said.
, mg the tenure of office by judge esornated 44 cents per day to the which will be held at Princeton, Thompson, Fulton manager of Kenhave an average age if 17is years..
F. Taylor, the salary was $100 wages of some 250,000 ''operating" Ky.. October 26 and the following tucky Utilities Co., showed no loose
The Bulldogs have worked unsucII r nionth, but this was reduced to
reployees of the nation's railroads delegates were elected to represent live wires but Mr. Thompson said
cessfully together so far this season
$500 per month during the depress- was annosi,eed early this week the local group. Mesdames Jack that Gwynn evidently tried to jerk
working
this
but Coach Carter is
Iv conferee.< in the protracted ne- liuddleston, Leon Browder Joe tee gruond wire from the pole.
week to correct the drevieg and
Councilman J N NieNtilly, chair- eettations seer the 21) percent wage Browder, and T. M. Franklin; AlFuneral services will be held this
blockurg defect.
e.an of the street department. was boost derrond by the "Big Five" ternates, Mesdames Ira Little, El- afternoon (Friday) at 2:30 o'clock
%vile
These noosters tickets
mstructde to purchase material l•r••therho, .te The raise became ef- & idge Grymes and Abe Jolley.
at Rock Springs church with burbeing sold are good for the four
Many prominent farmers in this fir latching strets in various parts reetive Oct. 1st.
Mrs. George Doyle, chairman of ial in the cemetery there. Survivors
scheduled home games. They are: immediate sect it
joined thou.,- nf the city.
The railroads
estimated
the thc4Pprogram committee, was in hie perches, sister Mrs. Perry Boyd;
Central City. October 9; Metropo- rinds of other farmers throughout •
egi cement would add $35.000.000 charge uf the program. The follow- srothera. Wind Henry, W. B Guyn.
lis, October 23: Mayfield, Nov. 12; the state of Kentucky and Indiana,
,
ing preg: aril was prebeuted by her
FULTON' HOSPITAL te their asnual payroll.
and Martin, November 19th.
I and heard Henry A. Wallace. Un- 1
A statement form Dr. William
Piano Solo--"Schatz
it«I States Secretary ef AgriculNI. Leirsieson, chairman of the Na- Miss Saia Butt,
ture, launch a campaign fibr a crop
tional Meditation Beard, who has
Vocal Solos---e•Spirate Pur Sj
control program at 11 a. m.. last \ alley, Ky., Route 1. underwent a been conferring with the two ate" and "What IS in the Air he
Saturday at the horse show pavil- major operatien at the Fulton HOS- groups since August 28th, announ- day"" by Miss Katherine Keening
..:r. ana Mrs A. E. Green spent
o he\ eli11.1-:
lion of the Stat Fair Grounds in pitah the first of the week.
:seeday
s',-it!: Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
ced
the
agreement.
He said it af- accompanied at the pare) by Mrs.
e. 46, died
Mrs. Eva rett Gore of Clinton. Ky .
Cedgers.
fected
all
Clarence
enginemen,
Maddox.
trainmen
at his home in Coca, Ky., Tuesday.
Thirty six people front the county underwent a major eiperation this and yard .a rvice ernpl,,yes
Mr and Mrs. Allen Nolte had as
The guest speaker of the afterhaving suffered from enlargement
went te Louisville last Friday night week and is doing nicely.
Sunday guests. Mr. and Mrs.
Last August 25 th the railroads noon was Superintendent J. 0
of the heart and hardening of the I')
Mr. arid Mrs. Ernest Riley anhear Wallace speak on the needs
sem Sadler of Futter. Miss Letha
agreed to a 10 con- t
Lewis, v. ho
day
wage
inwas
introduced
Ls
*arteries
for a permanent farm program that nuunce the birth of a son, born crease for some 750,009 members Mrs. Doyle. Mr. LeWlS made a very
,•• Milner of Cayce and Mrs. MilFuneral ssrsices were held Wedwould enable farm people to secure Wednesday morning, October 6, at of the 15 non-operating brother- fitting rd enjoyable talk on tie
sec! Luten and son of this cornnesday morning at 10:30 o'clock et
the hospital.
£ nittions
Claigit.
•ohn Langdon's Funeral Home in thsir share eL.
eeruThirCifoutp
I Mr, Bib GW—
in
attended
who
Those
speaking
the
Mr - and - WC UMW-were
1.4isersoie commenting on the1 At the conclusion of the progratn
Utica with burial in Ferrest Hill
4, was admitted to the hospital WedThompson,
Collier,
Dean
A.
are
E.
mt. said.
- of Mr. and
Mesdames Joe Browder, T. M
Cemetery Survivors are her weelew;
:
Mr.. Dee
Bundurant. J. R. Elliott, Neal nesday atternuon to receive treat"The spirit ln which bait.. hides r anklin. Le,in Browder and J. E
one sister, Mrs. W. W. Batts; one Fred
ment
for
serious
live
wire
burns.
The Lie r.aiy
the controvarsy receded from Fall served a delicious tea anct
Society of
brother. C. L. Drysdale, both of Little, J. W. McClanahan, Joe Attile
MINS Sara Linton underwent an
leen Scii.,o1 met Friir
Fulton. Mrs. Perry Capelle ef this well, A. G. Campbell. Paul Davis, apperahcitis operaoen
p salons ;is the facts \AA,:
We
di
lay.
October 1st in the Rig!: Scho •
Harry Sublett, hugh Garrigan. A.
e (heel:pod was Ole biggest
city is his niece.
Auditorium. Ae it.ta resting j):'0M. Jones. Turner Psreell. J. B. Mc-.itgle factor in arriving at IL
Mr. Drysdale was born and rear,f,i!/: 55 aS
presidmg elfi•cttletuent. Both parties are to
ed in Fulton County and engaged Gehee. C. M. horn -by. Preston
a:e Hubert Brown. President;
Maddox,
George
Davie.
Roscoe
eta
Dobson.
Secretary.
congratulated of following the
in real estate work in Fulton for
air. Dee Wode and daughter,
severe! years. After serving in the Stone. W. If. Vaughn. Ernest John - e
derly processes of the railway
eel.
Mr.
and
Mrs. II. C Heine Al.is Sessre Wade transact:I bus"boriiet instead of engaging
World War anu Seing one leg. he
"-ii in Union City Saturday.
retuned to Flatten and married len King. Clyde King, Wayne Yates WESTBROOK -EDWARDS
strike talk and setting strike dai•
Geneva Lee Stinnett spent FriSO•rtha Benefield of
in Jessie Johnsen and son, Mr. and
Utica
A wedding of much interest to WiliCh would have an upseting efThe Annual West Kentucky Aswith Ruth Childress.
ir...gust. 1919 nad made his home Mrs. J. B. Williams The three col- their many friends in Feiner; is that feet on an alrealv troubled terse oociation was held Tuesday and layMrs.night
Fannie Nugent and Miss
lien in Clinton, N. Y. Ile has been ored farmers attending were Sis of Miss Arlene Westbrook to Mr ill ss situation.
Wednesday
at
leo
ell
in,pew
Baptist
Newberry spent Tuesday alaway from Fulton for about twelve Clark, Hulls Walker and wife.
William Henry Edwards which was
Church. A number of Fultomans ternoon with Airs. Lon Howard,
many
years but has
old friends here
quietly solemnized Saturday night
attended which included Dr. and
Little J. E. Satterfield fell and
I. C. NEWS
to mourn his death.
New Auditors Chosen
about ten o'clock at the home of
Mrs. R. T. Rudd. Art Rudd, Rev. broke his arm while playing
at
school last Tuesday.
the groom's parents. The Rev. R.
Mr. L. L Doty, Assistant Time Woodrow Fuller. Mr. and Mrs. W. to return to school He was able
Obion
For
County
Monday.
Farmers Are Enthused
M. Mathis read the impressive Inspector, Chicago, is in Fulton
this E. Flippo. Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Turner Mr.
Over New Program Obion County Quarterly Court single ring ceremony in the pre- week on business.
and Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Richardson. and Mrs. Vernon
Tuck and Charheld the October session Monday sence of only immediate families
Tuesday
In
morning
session
the
Mr. J. W. Kern, Superintendent.
lie Stone left Friday for Detroit.
The Fulton county dclegaeon with only a few matters of major and a few friends. The only attend- Paducah passed
through the city the introductory sermon was con- , Miss Gertrude Howard spent
of farmers who attended the farm; importance coming
s7 afternoon
with Pauline
before
the ants were Miss Irene Bowers and Tuesday night enroute to New Or- ducted by the Rev. G. L. Stevens,' Sunday
meeting in Louisville Sa-urday, body.
Roy Edwards, brother of the leans.
assisted by the Rev. Woodrow Fullat which time Secretary Wallace , Chief interest in
Rev. Galey filled his regular apdeliberations groom.
Mr. H. W. Williams. Trammaster er. after the devotional was read,
s
ji,jiliidta
outlined his six-point
program,1 toda
n7
..nt at the Baptist Church
today centered inybri
employment of de,an attractive
bru- was in Dyersburg Tuesday, check _ the adoption of program and apreturned early Sunday morning of a county auditor, restoration of nettle wore a dress
•
of dubonet mg over Transprotation matters.
pointment of committees. reading of
highly enthusiastic over their visit., the county judge's salary and nem. I with matching black
Gladys
accessories
'Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Pickering will letters and enrollment of messeng- night with Childress spent Friday
‘and gi eatly encouraged over the rn mg the county agricultural corn- and a shoulder corsage
Mary Lou Stinnett.
of white leave this week for Washington, D ers,
Miss Doretha Murphy spent the
outlook following the addresss nuttee.
chrysanthemums aiid gladiolas She ' C.. for a visit with Mr. and
,
The
devotional
of
week
the
end
Tuesday
in
Clinton visiting relaMrs. L
They purpose to take action along
The Oliver P. Cobb Company of is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Goode.
aftrenoon session was read by the tives.
the lines advocated by Secretary Maniples was elected as county W. Westbrook
of near Fulton. AtMiss Doris Attebery spent WedHerbert Williams, secretary to the Rev. Warren Clapp. Reports were
Wallace. and will meet in the auditors for the ensuing year. The ter graduating
from the Dresden Seperintendent at Paducah. visited made on Sunday Schools. Trailing nesday night with Clara Lee Clark.
near future h• outline a drive to rate of pay fixed for this firm school class of
_
1935, she attk :Wed nisivefelks in Fulton Wednesday.
Union. Christian Education, Woj- follow up the suggestions.
sa as ts"ti per day for the chief au- , the Paducah School of Beauty Cul- - gfr. Mayes.
A T MALCO THEATRES
men's
Missionary
Union.
TemperGeneral
Superintend
The so: rxents named were:
!deer and $15 per day for his assist-1 ture. Paducah. Ky. Fie the past ere of Motor
_NEXT WEEK
Steuardship and Tithing, AnP4'wer. and secretary.
I. Agriculture has a right to a: ant, the total cost of the year's
au- I several months she has been em- Craig Nashal, were in Fulton
neuncements
adjournment.
and
Tuesfair share of the national income. lit not to exceed the past cost of
pleyed at the La Charm Belyty Jya night.
The Wednesday session included
FULTON THEATRE
2. Consumer as uell as the auditing, and in the
event
the Shoppe
and has made !My • W. 11. Purcell spent Tuesday in reports on Orphans Home„ MinisterSaturday night. Sunda. M 4.nday
farmer's interest should be safe- cost falls short of the past cost the
friends here who wish her much Cairo on company business.
, al Relief. Religious Literature. Co- and Tuesday—JOAN CRAWFORD
&guarded through an ever-normal county will save this amount. This
happiness.
LF. M. Chumley. division engineer. operative program. State Missions, in "THE BRIDE WORE RED"
granary.
fain succeeds John Ellis who has
The groom, a s
f tens in Fulton Tuesday.
Home Missions. District Missions, with Franchot Tone and Robert
3. Conservation of soil is vital- been county auditor for
several business man of F
L. H. Bond spent Tuesday in Ful- Foreign Missions, Recogrution of vis- Young.
ly important to the nation.
years. The vote on this election was of Mr. and Mrs. W.
ton on business.
Wednesday
itors, and the Missionary Sermon
wa
and Thursday —
4. Farmers ought to be assured 24 for Oliver P. Cobb and
14 for attended school here and is a grad'I)AST OF NEW YORK"
"THE
J.
was
which
W
preached
the
Rev.
by
D.
Kern,
superintendent,
and
the tenure of farms they occupy.
John rents. G. F. Schleifer, another uate of }Nihon High School. At secretary,
Herbert Williams, were B Clapp of Paducah. Ky. Wednes- with Edward
Arnold,
Frances
5. The co-operative
movement applicant, was eliminated on the
present he and his brother own ard in Fulton Tuesday and Wednesday. day afternoon was des eted t mis- Farmer, Cary Grant and Jack
nunong farmers ought to be encour- first ballot.
operate the Edwards Food Store.
C. J. Carney was in Fulton Tues- cellaneous reports which included Oakm.
aged.
Another matter of division in
Immediately after the ceremony day.
Friday and Saturday— "LIFE
an election of officers. The follow6. Provisions ought to be in- the court n as a motion by Esquire
they left for a short honeymoon
Hub Williams spent Tuesday in mg were elected: V. A. Richardson,I BEGINS AT COLLEGE" with the
cluded an any national farm pro- S A. McDade to restore $600
to and are now at the home of Mr. Dyersburg and Ripley
on company re-c!•-c'ed clerk; John P. Hunt of Mt: Brothers, Joan Davis. Tony
gram favoring the family-sized the salary of the county
judge and Mrs. J. E. Mansfield.
Clinton, treasurer; and W. H. Har- Martin and Gloria Stewart
business.
farm
which was cut that artmont in JuThe monthly staff meeting was grove of Hickman. re-elected modORPHEVM THEATRE
4111
'
ly, 1936. By a vote of 23 to 15 this
The following weddings were held in Paducah, Ky., Monday, Oc- erator.
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday—
New Series Of Ada
salary was restored.
solemnized last week-end at the tober 4. C. S. Ward and D. T.
,THE TRAIL OF THE LONEFor ereomulsion Miss Evelyn ITOWSe was also re- home of Eses S. A.
STEAMER CAPITOL COMING
• SOME PINE" with Fred McMurray
McDade on East Crocker attended.
The Fulton County News is again leeded as bookkeeper for the coun- State Line:
FOR LOCAL EXCURSION Sylvia
Sidney and Henry Fonda
on the select list of weeklies pick- ty.
Wednesday
Lillian Eckenberg and William
and
Thursday -The Streckfus Steamer Capitol,
Brief Notes
ed by the Creoinulsion Company.
•
The county agricultural comlargest stern -wheel pleasure craft BING CROSBY in "mrssIssim"
A Atlanta. Georgia to run a series of mittee is composed of Luke Lati- Steller. both of Metroplue Ill. They
ti.e inland waterways, will stop ...in, W. C. Fields and Joan Benadvertisements on their product, mer. E. T. Jones. Woody Cunning- is ere accompanied by Mr and Mrs.
Dumb animals may be dumb
Hickman Wednesday. October nett.
William
Ilorntrop.
but at that they have more sense 20. for a moonlight excursion,
Creinu IN ion, a
prescription for ham, Jim Marshall, Mrs. Fred
beFriday and Saturday --Double
Martha Barclay and William Rob- than the average Fulton man.; fore conUnuing ILA southward cruise
Coughs and Bronlchal irritations Brown, Mrs. Herman HOWard and
Feature—
Lynne Overman
erts,
and
both of Clinton, Sanday, Oc- They don't treat an upset stomach to New Orleans. On Its local outing
due to colds.
Mrs C. G. Clear.
Roscoe Karns in "PARTNERS IN
A
Creemulsion, recommended
by
Other matters before the court tober 3, in the presence fo Mary by eating some more just because Ispensored by the Elks Lodge No. I
1294, the Capitol will leave Hick- CRIME" and Harold Bell Wright's
thousands of doctors and druggists. today were routine motions and Alice Pillow and Jefferson Bar- it's meal time.
man at 9 00 a m Dancing will be I "IT HAPPENED OUT WEST."
You can tell who are the Fulton
Is sold by all drug stores All drug- expenses of the county, and hear- clay.
front 8 30 p. to to 12.30 a.m.
gists are authorized to refund the ing reports from the various de1.ynn Stairs of Mayfield. Ks. , and eitirens who habitually snap and
The Steamer Capitol is an all- i
The only sure thing about the
C. Jackson of \Vlore Ky They snarl at es erybody They are the weather boat. It is steam heated and
purchase price to any engemi,,, pertinent&
next war is that the first round will
glass
enclosed
so
that
even
inin
ones
who
caeompanied
are
were
horrified
by
Mr
Mrs.
not satisfied with the results from
and
and
hurt
clement weather excursionists y"I he over before you know whether
when,anarled at.
Harold Green of Wing*, ICy.
We wry tint
ttin
•
(ono &Pm 112641
have an whayable Urns.
it's a real one

RAILROADS-UNION
AGREE ON WAGES

FARM LEADERS OF
SECTION AT LOUISVILLE

7

CRUTCHFIELD hEWS

DEATH`,•

WEDDINGS

BAPTIST ASSOU AOt
IN ANNUAL MEETING
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Al MAL(0 THEATRE THIS WEEK ND

BEELERTON

wnst"ro 'try 50 used heaters,1 Another expression that I heard
prise the 1.esson.Sermon is the I'lltoo often
around is:
lowing from the Bible: "In God
sell „ono. heaters. ent Indy
"Don't tell anybody I said so."
I %%ill priosi• His ward. in Cod I and want to
cooking stoves and furniture. LU-I
-have put my trust; I will not fear
me." TIIER W,ULTERS. ill Main Street
what flesh can do unto
Phone Xtl.
(Psalms 116)
SOON: 'WO Men
This includes Christian Scienee
Soc:ety, Fulton, Ky., which holds
1
and a Girl"
regular services Sunday at 11 a.
41M11.• MEM, 1111••••••=...
"The fiend Truth"
and testimonial in
Wednesday St 7:30 p. m. Reading room at
211 Carr St.. open Wednesday and
Saturday from 2 to 4 p. m. The public is cordially invited to attendl
these services and tip vispit the
Reading Room where tlw BibleH
The ONE .1ND ONLY
and authowil1 Christian Science
Mc S11011 between SI
literature may be read purchased
hi 'aphis
or borrowed
Louis and

Hello World
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Cohn annOunce the birth of a son, born last
week. Mother and baby are doing
nicely.
Mr and Mrs. Gusto, Rhodes announce the birth of a daughter.
Wanda Sue, born Sunday night.
Oct. 3.
Locals
MIS,4 Ruth Hannock Miss Mildied
Bannock and
Miss Adelia Wry
entered the contests held at FIJIgum Saturday.
Miss Ruth Walker spent
the
week-end with her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Walker and family.
Miss Corinne Sisson and
Mrs.
Claude Williams of Fulton spent
Jrriday afternoon with Mrs. James
Hicks.
By SUE BRANSFOBD
The Rev. C. C. Clemmons filled
The first and second grades are
his regular appointment at
1.11)113111g the study of pets ,
Mt.
Huld)".
• •
the hen %v ent home /P rotas' as she
Zion Sunday.
WaS tired of her pen and wanted
ANL
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Binford had
plenty of space to run in. "Tointov"
fl 11
t.. 1-.1%Nt.,rd
as tht ir guests Sundty night and
1
tlw turtle left us over the week
Monday. Rev. and
Mrs. C. C.
and the children were all
JOAN CRAWFORD, P11.1.\'(
TONE, ROBERT , We will
wilt soon get 5,q1,, tww
Clemmons and little daughter
Mae the
YOUNG IN 1/-GM'S U IS!! HIT'THE BRIDE ! The third and fourth gradu- .
Mrs. Inez Walker and children.
1rTIlln
II II"
wot•king
on a play for the program
Leslie and Frances spent Sunday
WORE 111:1),- fil'1 . \ S.i Ti'RDA NIGHT FOR .0. Be end
1.1 the month.
1:1
SHOES
ii'!
114T
with Mr and Mrs. Herbert Kirby.
1Sill
grail.
Is very proud
TIALCO-FULTON THEATRE
DAIS .11 \
SHINED BEE
!
.
The Ladies Missionary Society
p.f their prodia•t maps of the Brit I'M Fir, :Ind tiiiii 0,1111g
met Tuesday afternoon at Wesley
111:11,•
Dyeing--Tinting
a
111
Frt(his•
:la:. 1 I1uke. small daug,h I .1
fi lth grode
Church.
tip4
rialto
Duke,
the
is
thaw
lu
ce
;
.p..rd
ine
di
\l:i
r
Wustern t'nited
Mr. Aaron Kirby. Mr. James
status
.. I
n. . •
, it
t:
t r
ii
Hicks, Mr. Arthur Fite and Mr.
p•
Cai•u\al
\PAIR+,
1.
Bert Walker spent Monday in Pa- \I •
,• ••I I •il
•• .:!, .it • LIc• ducah on business.
••fl•• i1,1•1 .1
Electric Shoe Shop
SW I
\
Mrs. Clarence Oliver underwent
•I f ,
Fourth St. Fulton
IS
F'r
an opt.: ;1'1,11 at the Fult•n lir
tii
pital Saturday. She is ;pi,
huv and Nli .1.
Walkui
doing nicely.
7ptsruhi4: a few
Mrs. Ciaia Carr it•turned Sunstir? art
Tenn
Jaek.aai.
m
‘1..t
k's
day alter
-4111.2NIVEL
laves at Eddy,,,ile.
••••••••,,,
•0111111111111111•11-tn..
'Irs. ("evil CI use spent the
Cli'''slInt
SundayW drw• day w it! 'Mrs. S,tn HP
'
Vile B.
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs W.
Mrs. Hugh Cruce and Mrs. Mir441-f L.
th Cloys.
twit Burns of Union City spent
Wilmer Cruse of
Rutherford. ,
Friday afternoon visiting friends
Tenn.. is at home for a few weeks
AT 11./LL BEARD'S BARN. 1.1.1.1.O.V.
here.
.
as his school is closed for cotton
Mrs. Zoma Moss and Mr. Will
picking.
Beginning at 1:09 P. M. Sharp
Morris of Fulton spent Sunday atLola Mae Oliver spt•nt Friday
ternon with II. P Johnson and
night with Mr. and Mrs. K•nneth 1
•
SATIRDAY, OCTOBER 1611i
Oliver.
Mrs. Eugene Bondurant spent
50-11EAD HORSES AND MARES -50
Thursday with Mrs. Coston Sams.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Consisting of some extra good mares with colts at side.
Mrs. W. 0. Stephenson who has
35 Yearling and 2-Year-Old Fillies, and as good as we have
been real sick with pneumonia is,
Sunday, October 10
ever owned.
some. better.
! 'Are Sin, Disease, and Death
Horses are at Barn now. Come and look Own] over. My
C. L. Bondurant is home for a few Real?" is the subject of the lessonmen will be there to either sell or trade for mules until day of
days for a visit with homefolks
I sermon which will be read in the
First Trelv Automatic
sale. These are a good, clean hunch of young horse,
. and mules
Everyone enjoyed the school car- Church of Christ Scientist throughand will be sold regardless of cost.
See it NOW!
nival at the auditorium Friday out the world on Sunday. October
Every horse guaranteed to be as represented. Most mares
I- VETT ELE('
10th,
show in.be ill r9aL
Mr.
Among
Fulton. Ky.
Sylvan Shiltiliind Cayce played
the citations whicn COM-
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FOOTWEAR
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'LIFE BEGINS WITH
LOVE"

POTTER'S

(CE NIVIS

lean l'arkcr. Douglass
Alontg-dineo and Edith . Feildws
Also l'artiiim

HORSE SALE!

12-13

Tues.-11"cd., Oct

"KING SOLOMON'S
MINES"

4111.

Roland Young, Anna
Lee, Paul Robeson
Ciimedy
(h1 I; ft;

THE GAME THAT

ar4

Charles Quigley, Rita
Hayworth
Also Comedy

I HARRY C.KEARNEY °""
I

1
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CAYCE HIGH SCHOOL
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Demonstration
We searched the markets in order that we might hring you treater and Rigger
Values. and this
time, in the face of advancing prices, we bring
definite savings in popular merchandise,
which every member of the family will appreciate.

of.

•

U

•

41111111111111111111111=1:111141

COAT VALUES

DRUID DOMSTIC

LADIES FLEECE SPORT COATS

12 Yards

$9.95

$.100

LADIES BOUCLE FUR-TRIMMED COATS

amelefilleammemorelemselMill

RANNELS

$15.95
10• •••••

DRESSES FOR EVERY OCCASION!
Before
.• • 1 •.•.n
.‘10;1
Va I tit';
at such a loAv price. These
dresses usually sell for $3,00.
t ht•••q•

S5.95

A selection of other attractive Dresses. tailored in popular styles, and
offered in three price groups that make
easy.

Knitted
IIILDREV'S SIZES

OILCLOTH
PaIltrna,
YARD

llearitilul

$4.95

SWEATERS

29e

t••••.‘,

Smart sport and f ur-trimnad slot( s. I alto s
.k.e(lhd unwell( re.

-

$6.95 TO $9.95
SENSATIONAL VALUE IN LADIES DRESSES

RAYON UNDIES
I' I I1,' 1 -1)11:

98( "$2.98

5.100

For Worneo,11( it (Ind V Itildruft

"WE CLOTHE THE ENTIRE FAMILY FOR LESS"

••

•

New sty k• trends, featuring a wide ratige.of designs and patterns. You'll want at least two at
this price
$3.S1

.rc n: II Oxforia
Women's
Sports Oxfords for Women
Girl's Oxfords, 2 strap model
Stitchdown Oxfords, misses
V:tlor Oxfords. misses. ehidren
Little Gents Shoes
Boys' Oxfords
Men's Oxfords
Men's Work Shoes

2.19
\I.91
97e
9;i•
97e

S1.9I
$4.85
$1.91

422 LAKE ST

•

Overalls, made to 1,,•.,1 11, 1 ,,
Boys' overalls
Men's Waist Band Overalls
men's work Gloves
Work Pants, whipeord $1.19, Moleskin
)1.1c Sox, pair .
Complete stock of new fall merchandise
has just arrived.

L. Kasnow Grant & Co.
«•••• •11•••••••••.•••••••••a.

vµ

•AL.
till

BIG BROTHER WORK CLOTHES

$1.98

$2.98
$3•95
tniEs mow Nuguiar
,1 a/. v•lb

NEW FALL COATS

FOOTWEAR VALUES FOR THE FAMILY

BIG ASSORTMENT FUR-TRIMMED COATS
$10.95 to $74.50
you to
Silk

Muesli

FULTON, KY.

-
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AN ENTUIELY NEW
AND DIFFERENT KIND OF

A Thrilling Treat at the

•

STRAND THEATRE
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Mon_ - Tues. . Wed.

Nov. 1 - 2 - 3

9:30 A.M.

PICTURE STARTS 10 A. M.
•
"The Bride Wakes Up" is an entirely new and
The picture will be en'ertning as wc!! as indifferent kind of Cooking School. It has romance, structive.
The ve,rious characters in the picture
humor, glamour—it will hold your interest every
are portrayed by talentec ctors and actresses—
minute you are in the audience.
the picture was rnside Hollywood.
For the first time at a Cooking School you will
Ye:4 W:!1 See rez1-!ife :;:.usi:on.s—mlar to
be able to see every single one of the important
the
steps in the preparation of a recipe. Mixing, ones you encounter every day -- actually reblenel:ng, stirring, bal:ing---All
many and enacted crl the screen. You will understand the
varied points essential to successful cookery a7e problems
of a bride drid see how :he adj.is-;s hershown in close-up on the screen.
self to her new fife AS a wife' nd home-roaker.
And loh of new and interesting re.c:nes ..re
demonstrated le the mod .' kitchens especial'
There will be daily Qiff,.; for some fortunate
this
for
built
picture.
women, an. oi uourse iree recipes ;or evevy one.
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of (see
tract !ugh score among the club
members was held by Mrs. William
illie.kstone and Mrs Itiowning held
high score for Ito, visitors. Both
were presented lovely prizes
A delightful salad course was
served by the hostess to the card
players and two tea guests, Muss
Mary Swann Bushast and Mrs.
Johnny Green.

•11)!0•11( 1!

the

of

sect rimy.

Mis

Payne.
After the bustIleSS stasis in a well
prepared and ittictusling
Newt.
was presented I.). Mill
Bondurant and Mrs. Foster Ed Miss Violet Barnes left Fulton ing s. crol thlyi ill St. Louis on
ards.
last week-end for Detriot where business
At the conclusion of the program
she will spend about two weeks.
Mrs. Hamel' Boaz returned to her
the unsling was closed
with
Mrs. Voris Pickart. of Lynnville , home here last week end after
prayer by Mrs. T. I-% Humphries
Kentucky, visited this v eek tn spending several days in Memphis.
lied a delightful social hour was
Fulton with her mother on Central
Miss
Lieu Batts, a student at
enjoyed.
Avenue.
Murray College, will spend this VISITING IN ARIZONA
The hostess served • delightful
Paul Durbin. a student of the week -end in Fulton with her parMrs. John L. Price left Tunas salad course.
ents.
Mr.
and
Batts,
Mrs.
at
W.
W.
University of Kentucky, spent last
Friday morning for Tuscon. Ariz.,
week-ent in Fulton with his par- their home inFair Heights
where she is visiting her brother. TUESDAY NIGHT CLUB
Miss Martha Moore, who is at- D. M. Bruce and
ents.
wrril 311t. AND MRS. FREEMEN
Mrs. Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Freeman
Miss Dolly Curlin of Hickman tending the University of KenLexington.
tut•ky
in
Kentucky. SIXTEEN CLUB THURSDAY
were host and hostess to their bridge
spent last week -end in Fulton, the
spent last week-end with her parMrs. Clifton Linton was hostess club Tuesday night at their home
house guest of her cousin. Miss'
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Moore, on to the Sixteen Club Thursday
Betty Ann Reed, on Park-ay.
af- on Third Street when they enterMaiden
-at.
ternoon at her home on Maple Ave. tamed the usual three tables of
Mrs Ernest Huffman of this city
W. R. Butt. Jr., a student of the Visitors to the club were Mesdams club members.
left Monday to visit friends at Uplast week-end with his parents on E. 0. Dei.veese and II. A. Coulter. joyed and at the conclusion
land. California.
Pearl-st.
Gaines of Bingo were enjoyed durSerial games of contract were enWANT TO BUY 30 used heaters,: James
WISernan of
Memphis ing the afternoon and at the end of joyed and at the conclusion high
and want to sell some beaters,: spent
last week-end in Fulton at the games the high score prize score among the ladies was
held by
cooking stoves and furniture. LV-I
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Ed- was presented to Mrs. Evurtt Jelley Mrs Seldom Cohn who
received
THER WAI.TERS. Ill !Hain Street
wards and family on College-st.
The hostess served delicious re- lovely handkerchiefs as prize. Dr.
Phone 86.
freshtnents.
J. L. Jnoes held high score among
Mr and Mrs J('hny Green have
MISS DOROTHY GRANBERRY
The club will meet next at the the gentlemen and the prize was
moved to Henderson, Ky., to make
HOSTESS TO BRIDGE CLUB
home of Mrs. E. P. Daws
socks.
their hornet.
Miss Dorothy
Granberry was
Late in the evening the hostess
Mr Paul 3.1111M manager of the hostess to her bridge club ThursJOE BEADLES NOMINEE FOR
served a d..lectable salad course.
local Kruger Grocery. and Mrs. day night at her home on
Third CLASS PRESIDENCY
Mr. and Mrs. George Hester will
James have taken an apartment St: et The usual two tables
entertain this club next week at
of
Joe
Readies,
son
of
Mt.
and
Mrs.
at the home of Mrs. Hortense players were present which
in- Joe Beadles of Fulton and a fresh- their honie on Eddings street.
Johnson on Carr-Se
cluded six members and two guests man at
Abilene Christian College,
Raymond Peeples has returned Mis Ward Bushart and Mrs
Bill Abilene, Texas, is one of the three MR HEYWOOD ENTERS
to his time in Fulton after spend- 11!,,..,rir 4
students to receive the highest TEXAS HOSPITAL
MY
17:
T. ilt•yWoud I. ft Fulton
number of votes out of thin) four
nominees for the freshman class Lt week end for Dallas, Texas
where he was admitted as a patient
presidency.
at a Dallas Hespital for trt.ate
Mr. Heywood is with his son,
CLUB WITH MRS LATTA
is one of the hospital physician
MISS Adolphus Mae Latta delightfully entertained her ts Age BYARS-NELMS
club Thursday night at her horse on
and Mrs J E. Bssi
West State Line. The three tables is.unti• the marriage of their &Intl
of club members were pr. NUM ter.
STARTS SATI.RD.1) MORN!VG
to Mr. Marvin N.
and enjoyed games of progressive of Paducah
Ends Ow Week From Saturday Night
The ceremony v..
contract throughout the evsning quit tly perf,rmed Sunday, Octobe;
At the conclusion of the games 3 by Esq. S. A. McDade at
hi:
high score for the evening was home en East State Line before
Mi
held by Mrs. Mary Anderson who :chi Mrs 1%1141 Contwr and Jithr
Sare on Personal and Must hold Needs
received lovely Is,se as prize.
r. all of Paducah and 1`.t.
Mrs. Ardull Sams held second
R.11(IN TAFFETA SLIPS
high scuts. and
was pre,setud
silcein powder.
•-;i;:e- :A to 44. Quality slips curLate in the evening the hostes
tly proportioned-served a delightful salad plate.
The club will meet this week
44c
at the l,me of Mrs. Ardelle Sams
4
Di •
Novel ty W eave. !act.
on Oak Street.
—
trimmed panties, attractive twoCIRCLE NO. 5 OF %V.M.U.
t-r.N1 1 . t
-retttts'IPtftrItarr—
tist W, mans Missionary' Un ion
garments that wear

Socials • Personals

se

Eh/fatly/di Allen of Fulton.
Mr. and Mi 3. Nelms use making
till`lr !WM.' 111,11 the groom's ino
ther in Mayfield
--Mr. and Mrs. P. T Jones will
leave today to visit Mr. and Mrs.
R II. Blak at Knoxville, Tenn.
Miss Virginia Scates of Union
City spent last week end in Fulton, the house guest of Mitts Margaret Hardin at her home on
- -------------

Thad at
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Gingles have
been visiting in Paris, Tenn with
Rev. and Mrs. G. C. Fain.
George Bingham of Mayfield
visited in Fulton last week end.
Mrs W. E. Flippo returned to
her home on Walnut•st last week
end after spending a week In
Dyersburg, Tenn.. with her daughter. Mrs. Bill Frazier and Mr.
Frazier.
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WEEK'S ATTRACTIONS--- STARTING ItCTOBER 10TH
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Fall Saving Event

.1

DON'T MISS THIS BIG VALUE EVENT!

well. Fit and wash
perfectly -
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•sore ri ad and roll BENNETT
V Mrs Stsckdale in the Fourth St.

11 EDNESI).1).

ELECTRIC
Fulton. K.

liii RSDA1

I Se story of a clamour Girt who queened it over

WAli Street's

"rubber barons" in the radne st.aus %then moneyed giants battled
it LEK'S ArntACTIONS- sT‘RTING OCTOBER 1
SIALCO'S

ORPHEUM
-BARGAIN Tilt VIRE"

Ladies TuckAtitch Vests and Pants. each
Tea Kettes.5 Quart size
Mixing Bowls, 3-Pc. Set. Crygtal
Men's Work Gloms. pair
Ladies Rayon hose. Pair

23c
19c
25c
11)c
19c

; 1st* es _Csaisiuting ca

fax possession of America.

ii

SUNDAY

1

"The Toast of
New York"

MONDAY
TUESDAY!

EON'ARD ARNOLD

the •csverrli

.. Reivs across the screen
in

CAR)
. GRANT

NATURAL COLOR
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JACK OAKIE
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FRANCES FARMER

10.
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in the funniest.
r-s•est, tesisst hit the,
- r anybody else ever
fi:st starring laugh see:afloat
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\

111,1)NESIVII. and TIIITNIP

1,/\,,
CROSBY
STOVE PIPES— Lock joint
1Sc and 19c
style
ELBOWS— Corrugated ends
Is and 19c
Each
STOVE PIPE COLLARS—All
STOVE POLISH 6 oz. can 10c
••••=it

.10

DAM rEPs—Cast iron with
root. coiled wire handles.
. 15o and 23c
Priced at
sPEt IA1 ! Fire shovels 10c
10c Up
PAINT BM SHES
lee
pipe sires
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• BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

11%
FEATURE NO 1
HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S
"IT HAPPENED

017 WEST"
With PAN. RELET

FRATVIRE NO.
ROSCOE BARNS AND
LYNNE OVERMAN! in
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"PARTNERS IN
CRIME"
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KEN
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hake half an hour in a hot oven

04
ill US possible to exclude air.!1.
SaleSier
1 in's hi 1 ,4 lach,r. 'neat her right only
by that of the dairy industi y,
An excellent preparation to have and she will
•SP
repay
ARK
S
a
of
hundr
KITCHEN KINKS
WISDOM
ed fold. and in Florida, during the 1035-36
on hand is made of one pint of ol.
To remove grease Maine form a ive oil mixed
American marin
es have been prowell
Blood will tell, but not alone! The season, it is estimated to have rep
with
as
stove sprinkle salt on a stiff brush much
resented many times the value of tecting the life and prope
common baking soda as It best breed cow in the
rty in
world will the the entire citrus crop.
which has been dipped in hot wa- will take
China which, as some people see
up. After applying to the not keep up good milk
i
production
ter and tl-troughly scrub the stove. afflic
,
WEEK'S BEST RECEIPT:
Estim
ates
of the distribution of it is more than they do over here
ted area lightly cover with unloss she has plenty of
feed rich tourists expenditures
When cutting meat loaf use a sharp gauze
More than one Fulton man can
may be judor bandages torn from old in minerals that produce
SOUTHERN EGG
BREAD— , knife that is frequently dippe
milk.
ged by comparing the east and tell you that when his wife
d in linen napkins or handkerchiefs. Good pasture both
drives
Two cups white corn meal; I level warm water
permanent and
to insure even-edged Burns from lye or alkali
s are re- temporary, pay their way in milk west coasts. The New England the car all he does is sit in the front
teaspoon salt; 3 level teasp
!
pieces
.
To
brown
oons
Council reported as representative seat and steer.
biscuit tops, brush lieved by washing with a soluti
on arid add a profit in erosion control.
baking powder; 3 eggs; I table
of that section: Food 21 percent
spoon; the biscuits with a pastry brush of vinegar and water.
melted shortening; 1 1-2 cups
milk;. dipped in milk. Rich brown crusts
lodging 20 percent. transportatior ,
--- 1 cup cold boiled rice. Sift togeth
Tourists Spending
er I will result.
20 percent; retail stores 25 perci
THE
SEWI
NG
ROOM
the corn meal, salt and bakin
g'
Pearl buttons can be nicely
Helps Our Rerenue cent, and miscellaneous items, ti
*powder; add the eggs well beate
per cent. Californians, Inc., how- '
n,
cleaned with olive oil. Then polish
THE FAMILY DOCTOR
—- - —
then the melted shortening,
from common colds
milk
ever
reported Food, 36.9 percent;
them
The
like
finger
most
impor
Incom
nails.
tant
e
thing
Dress
from
to
es
do '
tourists is of major
and rice. Beat thoroughly, pour
I
lodging 38.2 percent; gas, oil,
in- t after receiving a burn is to cover which have become shiny should importance in many
to a shallow, well-greased
)
and
states and is a
pan and the area with a coating of some
sort be sponged on the wrong side with potential source of revenue in ev- car expenses, 10.1 percent; clothing
5.5 percent; personal expenditures,
borax and water.. Should machine ery State, says the
No matt' r how
....eincs
Bureau of Pu4.7 percent; recreation, 3.7 percent; have tried for your cough,cilest.cold,or
oil stain your sewing, wet the spot blic Roads of the Unite
bronchial irritation, you can get relief
d States De- souven
irs, 3 percent, and camera now with Creomulaion. Serious
with turpentine and wash with partment of Agricu
trouble
lture.
old water or mild soap.
Estimates of the amounts spent by supplies 2.6 percent. These differ- may be brewing and you cannot afford
to take a chance with any remedy less
ences
are
largel
y
due to a differ- potent than Creomulsion,
tourists in the United States
which
range ence in living
WORTH KNOWING
expenses.
right to the seat of the trouble and goes
as hi as 5 billion dollars
aids
for
the
A little moistened soap on the year 1937. Maine
nature
to
An
soothe
and
articl
heal
e
on
the
inflamed
touris
t
trend
s in mucous membr
it 1TH SO MANY PRICES IT
ranks
the
value
anes and to loosen and
end of a run in a ladies' hose will of tourist
SOUNDS LIKE
trade as second only to America appears in the August is- expel the germ-laden phlegm.
keep the run from spreading until her entire
sue of the magazine on "Public
Even
other
if
remedies have failed
MUSIC to those who know their ONIONS
agricultural
output;
don't be discouraged, try Creomulsion.,
Atention may be given it. A tea California
!
places it next in impor- Roads", which may be obtained for Your druggist is
authorized to refund
poon of kerosene will improve tance to her
10 cents from the Superintendent your money
great petroleum indIf you are not thoroughly
latch and keep the iron from ustry; in
satisfied with the benefits obtain
IRISH POTATOES, choke cobblers,
ed
Michigan, the center of if Documents, Washington, D. C. from
the very first bottle.Creom ulsion is
_
licking. Use only tepid water for the autom
10
otrve industry, it ranks
one
word—
SWEET POTATOES, red or yellow, 5 lbs. 16c
not
two,
and
it has no hyphen
Poor folks are the ones who do
.ashing white silks and dry in the second; in
lbs.
in it. Ask for it plainly, see that the
Wisconsin, its value as not apolog
CABBAGE, nice, green, 50 lbs. 76c; 10 lbs. 9c
Al.r.o never rub soap d,.-^tly a producer
ise to callers for the name on the bottle is Creomulsion. and
of revenue is exceeded things
you'll get the genuine product and the
•
a white silk garment; it is betthey can' help.
TURNIP GREENS, Green Beans, Peas, lb. 18c
relief you want.(Adv.)
5c
t., make a mild suds first.
LETTUCE, Jum

4'4

K

41.

Beware Coughs

That Hang On

"TOOT-TOOT?,
'Here Comes Pickle

a
.

bo Heads, S dozen size, each Sc
CELERY, choice stalks, each
6c
TURNIPS, nice home-grown, 3 lbs.
11c
GR.1PES, while, purple, red or black, 2
ORANGES, Florida, small size, dozen lbs. 13e
21c
CR.1111:11:1'17', Florida, 80 Size, each
6c
B.I.V.1NAS, A Pickle Special, 2 dozen
25c
COCOA, Mother's, 2 lb. box
20c
DOG I.'00D, Rex, a: oz. can
5c
PEAS, Early Variety, No. 2 Can, 2 for
_ lic
DICED CARROTS, No. 2 Can, Each
10c
COFFEE, Lone Star, Peaberry, 1 lb.
15c
POST TOAST/ES, 2 regular boxes
15c
SNOWDRIFT. 3-1b. pail
59c
MATCHES, Fire Chief, 6 boxes
20c
BREAKFAST BACON, Armours sliced, lb. 33c
VEAL CHOPS, good quality, lb.
17c
VEAL STEAK, round, loin, lb.
22c
BEEF ROAST. Armours branded baby, lb. 17c
PORK CHOPS, small, tender, lb.
27c
PORK ROAST, shoulder cut, lb.
23c
STEAKS,cut from baby beef, round, lb. _
27e
STEAKS, baby beef, loin or T-bone, lb.
29c
PRICES GOOD FRID.41. AND SATURDAY

PICKLE GROCERY
Phom 426-227 In

Ile lie s ri,i

E. Stale Line

AN INSPIRATION
,'Any ordinary mortal c.,.
a wrong. but you ha\0 I,
lot of God in you to forgi e

SILO SIMPKINS SAYS
Terraces are cropland dams
cross the face of cultivated fiel
—
The future prosperity of a farmer depends upon how well he :
able to check and overcome
menace of soil erosion.
Our streams and rivers have ta;:
en from our fields our fundamenh:i
.ource of wealth—soil fertility, and
ioday we are farming infertile subTennessee farmers
make their futures brighter by
!,:ig livestock make their soils
terwith manure, pastures and
gumes.

can
letbe.
le-

The old saying. "A stitch in time
saves nine" may be well applied ti.
the repairing of harness—rainy
days can rarely be put to better
_
The cow, "Foster mother to the I
human Race" has advarced with !
civilization. Hei efficiency in cony( rime the products of the fie'
1171.. food for man has given her ..
tin( hallenged place in history as

4
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The Fulton County News

afford to chance it on a traffic rule
that a lot of drivers are in ignorance of. and after one has been injured, possibly for life,, is a pour
J. Paul Rushart, Mgn. Editor
time to gain any consolation that it
was the other fellow's fault. The
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY , safe o ay is to
yield the right of
--------- I way to the other fellow whenever
Entered as second class matter June there appears to
slightest
be the
MI, 1933, at the post office at Fulton
Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879. danger or doubt. There is nothing
to be lost through holding back for
OBITUARIES. Cards of Thanks, a second and permitting the other
Business Notices and Political Cards
charged at the rates specified by driver to have the right ot way
without argument. There is all to be
advertising department.
gained in staying out of the hospiSubscription rates radius of 10 tal or navigating on a pair
of
miles of Fulton $1.00 a year. Elsecrutches through failure to do so.
where $1.50 a year.
DEFECTIVE

THE LOVE OF MONEY

Order
1
.
011C101111

COAL

i&ordiftWiLit,P4,9
WINTON ICINTWOCY
TIACHIRS_cALUNO
OOVAJNO ORM ft
BOOKS AND PLAYTIME
II

rules

Now!

Canada and the U. S. rendered
sterile in recent years by the ravages of drouth.
While the government of neither
country will venture. a prediction
as to the value of the perennial
wheat until further tests are conducted the bulletin is sufficiently
optomistic to warrant the. belief
that the discovery is actually going
hi be of great value It is explained that new plants have been developed of a vigorous type with,
v la at itkc •
Ci

•••

I do not know what the methods
of our present-day schools are, but
It
would
probably
be
safe
to
say
The longer a man lives the more
I think I could conduct a whole
BEST KENTUCKY COAL guaranteed to prothat more fires
firmly he becomes convinced of the
desired heating results because of its
duce
year can be traced to defective day of the schools I used to attend
truthfulness of the old adage that
flues than to any other source. It For each lesson the children were.
quality.
"Money is the Root of All Evil."
is the season for erecting stoves called to the front If the lesson
But he can't figure out what it is
And our prices are always economical—in many
and
setting heating plants to going were spelling, we lined up, even
about money that causes men to
for winter service, and in perfotm- teeing a crack in the floor. We had
instances
our price is lower than elsewhere.
commit crimes and do heartless
ing that operation many are in- regular places in the line and turnthings to get it.
ed down those who could not spell
clined to exhibit a measure of
The average Fulton man sees it
a word. We also had headmarlo
•••
carelessness.
Natte ally, no one
there is some excuse for a person
wants to lose his home, and espec- that is, the one standing at vo
I.
•i
t'
stealing who is hungry or whose
ially right at the outset of the win- head end of the lesson was give!!
family is hungry and he cannot get ter
stason. When it can be avoided a mark of merit; he went to the
ii
t,.1 :
foot the next day and tried to work take root. It is
work. But there is no excuse on
through a earful inspection of flues
up again. To have the most head - will root (leas, thickly to bind
earth for anyone else doing so. To- and chimneys,
then such an invesmarks was like. heing elected to the OA! soil and ;n vent drifting. It is
day this country's greatest weak . tigatton becomes
l'ARDs—Located in Kentucky and Tenne.see
highly important
Phi Beta Kappa in colleges In fact. expected to 1..roducti grass each
spot lies in the fact that it has too Be sure the chimney
is free from
I was much prouder of my superior year, with a good yield for hay e:
many big business men ready to all obstacles
before setting up the
!lumber uf headmaiks in spelling pasturage!. Eventually the land so
crush competitors merely for the stove. Then make
sure that the pipe
than I was when I got my Phi Beta seeded we
be restored to wheat
sake of adding to their already too is in perfect cunditten and
not Kappa
key. If we were quite small. planting.
large fortunes; too many men with damaged by rust. Make sure
too. we
"spelled on the book." that is,
more money aleady than they can that each joint fits perfectly.
Farmers around Fulton may or
It we called
the letters and pronoun- may not profit either directly or
use grinding down their employes, may take a few minutes time to
go ced the
words syllable by syllable. indirectly from the new discovery,
or working women and children at over these things carefully.
But
starvation wages. How fortunes ac- those few minutes may prevent the and then were given semi: simpler but they will welcome such news
words to spell orally. In much lat- just the same. Anything that tends
cumulated by such means can loss of your home and its
contents. er times we
wrote words on a slate to solve farming problems. no
bring happiness or satisfaction to
or tablet, but oral spelling was the matter in what part of the country
anyone is past understanding, and
AN AFTER EFFECT
one big thing We often spelled
yet America possesses many sothe problem exists, interests all
words that we had never heard of
called law abiding citizens engaged
whn have the welfare of their felAfter summing up the net reand probably would never hear of!
in doing these very things.
lowman at heart. And farmers in
sults of the late depression a Bosagain:
"t-i-n," tin; ''t-en," tin,
It is difficult to understand why ton editor offers food for thought
this community are certainly of
anyone wants any more money when he declare that the worst su," tintinnabu; "1-a," la. tintinna- that stripe.
bula;
"t-i-o-n,"
lion.
tintinnabulathan enough to live in comfort, to feature of it is that a lot of peobe able to buy the things desired, ple found out they could actually tion. That was my favorite word,
dd not k now• until I w
to do the things one wants to do, to live without working. He refers, of tliough
IDLE LAND MAY YIELD
WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
educate one's children aod be as- course, to those who, having passed grown that the word meant the
sound
of
small
blels.
TIMBER
After
the
all,
PROFIT
IN
sured of a competence on which to through a period of idleness withlive when old age comes on. The out going hungry, are now deter- word was in the McGuffy Spelling
and all of your insurance needs. We repreOne of the many examples of idle
fact that they can't take them mon- mined to remain idle and let the Book and was supposed to be spelley with them when they pass on taxpayer feed them, much as the ed; that was enough. I also remem- land which has been made to yiel!
sent only the best and long established comdoesn't seem to deter thousands of ravens fed Elijah in Biblical days. ber elephantiasis, incompatibility. good returns by planting it in trees
and transubstantiationaasees
grow
letting
trees
-and
into
the
men from violating the laws—both Every community has its share of
'a hen a boy could spell big word money—is in the files of the Unpanies. No obligation on your part when you
civil and moral—by grasping for them, and it is not necessary to
like those, he had progressed far ited States Forest Service.
more than they need or will ever wander very far from Fulton tO
in his education. To be able to
A New England farmer owned a
be able to make use of In the me., eliscover the type. How,,,to force,
_ ;A for our representative to call.
spell refarther ..than-JaKEH w
three-acre sidehill pasture that W
ent they &Cit. - Tr,
Jtfriis
s
— 'my z'UL-•
-7Teeia emptt,ynzrut . to be only in what
1r°
now would be practically worthless. Fre'lkt out
these things and you will be laying and to again take up the responsi- •
called
the
second
or
white
third
seedling
fourteen
hundred
grade.
the feundatavn for his future hap- bility of earning and paying their
Sometimes we brought an old Blue pines on the
hillside. Twenty
own way is a problem eVery secpiness.
Back Speller from home for some years later the farmer died, and
uun of the United States has to.
extra drill or for Friday afternoon among his assets was this small
solve. And it isn't going to be an
RIGHT OF WAY
spelling-matches. In one school we. tract of young pine Much to h.er
PHONE No. 5
LAKE 22
FULTON, KY.
easy job. Loss cf sell-respect is a had a
dictionary class, in which we surprise, his eidow so as offered
"I had the right of way" is a- terrible thing. But ever, that can spelled,
diacritical
t
marks, $300 for the tract and sold it. At
common expression, and one now te rega:t-.ed if a !ran has a i..11-!
.s of >gra,:t
.e
.c.h. dcfinitlOris. sn0 13 years a lumber company paid
heard offered as an alibi folltoving ingness to try to regain it ale .sh nyrns. and then used
the word cor- her $1,000 fs: ii
almost every collision -ring on honest labor. It is ti one wh. : :to mealy in a sentence. Whether we
become
a highway arour-' aiton. Gener- fers to
ar
r1
o• taught neatly ci o
•
ally speaking •
.saffic regulations cre:- •
''s lea, lied to spell. an at
give the auto cn the right the right the
'
is pretty rai
of way, and many insist on taking
I .-petit that many
the advantage of the rule, regardstill are %%enduring
man is as old as lo
less of consecquences. But it is a
,..iry" and
meten.i
he needs a shave; a avorule that Is much better waived lot as w:
,
man
as
as
she
:3
looks
after
right
than insisted upon by a driver.
Reading was alwa.a' We too.
Life is not so cheap that one can cm ashinc her face.
:•,arns reading and
the
thers for mistakes. I recall one lit'le tongue-tied little girl's sang
ller wepeated' after one of
her
lassmates had finish'e'd her readng for her. We stopped at each
comma long enough to count one.
sometimes actually counting aloud
':he semi-colon counted two, Us
,)lon three, and the end of a se;
'once four. "When Columbus ell
aeured America (env) he S.
- twee vessels (three
the
aits the Nina (one , and the'
•
\laria I fourr Most of the selections
'ortunately, were designed for oral
('ading, for ours was the day of ory. We memorized poems, wise
iyings. orations, and even dia. ,gues. Often when we studied .
I .SE Illinois Oil Company Serrice and enjoy perfect winter
;elm: we did concert work, call,
performance plus great sarings.
driring
reading from the book together t :
rpeating what we had memorized
For Fuel Caring and Easy Starting Use
I wanted to murder the boys e I.
.sould not memorize anything bio
%could just hum or even use ustl
cords when the rest of us did ow
With the approach of cooler weather. and %%inter just
ooncert reading I taught my own
Ahead. it is time to turn your thoughts to getting your car in
oral schools very much after the
and for smooth. econon ical motor performance use
o-aditional way One of the poems
perfect running conditinn. This means to have your car check
e memorized was "Tr), Tr%
rd and tuned in time for %%inter driving—to have a strong de
Again" One little girl in my class
thi.4 toe Ii tiers that son know will turn <net stiff, stubborn
always started the second stanza;
•Onct or twice though you should
motor
S te F. I101111 F \OW—Save on future expenses and on
15 tun you want mole for your money's worth in Oil, it will pay
Fry. try again."
I tried more than once to break
you to re fill your crankcase with WELCH—then rest assured
present expense bs has ing RRADY BROS. get your car ready
ser of the habit, but I suspect
that your motor will go smiling about its duties.
fee the bait %% rather ahead Vou'll find Brad, Brea. guaranteed
still saying it to her children
enjoyable
safe,
to
way
ccc•nomicial
the
1- erandchildren
aerviees and supplies are
Don't kt cold weather catch you u•ith an old, run-down battery.

W.M.Hill&Sons
INS

Vt*

For Every Need

- •••

-

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

Here's How to Cut Driving Costs!

PREPARE FOR
WINTER DRIVING!

High Test Torpedo Gasoline
Welch Motor Oil

winter driving.
MOTORS
TORS

OVERHAI I ED,

ADJUSTED—IGNMON

BRAKES

RELINED

AND

TUNED
SYSTEMS

tr—CARRIUMA
TONED

ADJUSTED— REAR

UP--

WWI

ALIGNMENT FOR GREATER SAFETY AND ECONOMY.

Brady Bros. Garage
WEST STATE LINT

t *ANON. KY

SCIENCE FOR FARMS.
As if raising one of the htggest
wheat crops in historN
sent
ennugh to thrill the farmers of
America. now evnies a bulletin out
if Washington City to th, effect
that still greater results may $o •
be made possible by recent seeof:a experiments It is sail that
perennial wheat has been cis,
metered in Canada which prov146
a new forage crop and promfaes
to rpstor. thmse sections of bisith!
or.

..,,,•••••••01/teritair

We sell NATIONAL 311.LTI-PLATE BATTERIES, which
are guaranteed to girt more power for split-second starting.
Sold with a 12 to 21 months guarantee.

LINE OIL CO.
H.C.SANS, Agent
1111011110,,,,
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that weillei affect net income; what peak er the farm fleeing, debt is See the contents
from the outside,
lead affect net iticiente what far- alsait one und three quo; Or bill- ami
--- -there is no necessity of emming
states will be the twee pros- ions less than it was in 1929. In- ptying the entire contents
Even as agricultur& is dependent
ta find
on industry to absorb the preducts perous and an constitute the largest terest rates have registered u de- the exact piece of goods wanted.
and
most
profitable
market for cline and the currying charge Of
of the farm, so is the urban United
Pouring from Cans
States vitally dependent on rural manufactured goods, etc. Business :AIIIS debt is now about 1400,000,000,
The secret of pouring liquid fia)
farming America to provide a gi- Week has recently made a highly as against $700,000,000 in 1929. The a can is to make two holes in ti,,•
gantic market for the products of j inclusive report on the "Farm Mar- 1937 form tax bill will be more than can instead of one, about an inch
9150,000,000 under 1929 and farm apart. The one hole is for the liits factories--everything from pins , ket Today—and Tomorrow "
to motor cilia.
This will be the best Agricultur- wages, though they have shown a 20 quid to pour from, and the other
As a IPSUlt, it is as important to al year, from the point of view of per cent rise in the past year and a hole to let the air into the can.
Writing While Travelling
industry and finance as to agricul- gross income, since booming 1929. half, are eine third less than in 1929.
Taking all advantages into conWhen it is necessary to write
tural America itself to have some This does not mean that the agrireasonably accurate Idea of what cultural situation is vastly improv- sideration, the amount of cash the while travelling in an automobile
farm income in the Immediate fu- ed in every phase- -somecrops will farmers will have to spend this or train or bus, press the elbows
ture will be; what change, if any command lower prices and in some year may total 26,000,000,000, al into the body just above the hip:,
has occurred in farm operating cost states improvement has been rela- compared with 1929 spending of and you will find the task easy.
slight. But, looking at agriculture $6,260,000,000. LasUy, the purchasThe Door Key
as a whole, 1937 should produce the ing power of the dollar is still maThe important door key will not
first really good farm market in terially greater than it was.
be evasive any more when the
Farm income, obviously, is not di- housewife returns from the grocery
eight years.
COMPETENT—
vided evenly on a per captia basis if she will sew a large sized dress
The farmer's cash income from over the farming states.
FR:alt.:RAI. AND
For exam- hook inside her handbag near the
crop and livestock marketing is es- ple, taking the latest
astrit'LANC?
available fi- top, on which to hang the key.
timated at $4,750,000,000 for the gures, California, with
si-7111.1 CZ
less than 2
Sewing Room Hint
same period from August 1 to Jan- per cent of the
country's farm popCut the strips containing buttons
uary 1, 1938, as compared with $4,- ulation, received 7.58
per cent of and button holes from discarded
375.000,000 in the same period a the farm income.
Iowa, with 3 per garments and use them under flys
year ago, a gain of about 8 per- cent of the farm
population, le- lei new garments. This will save
cent. This figure does not include ceiveci 7.43 per cent
of farm m- much enie and labile
Federal benefite which will he ap- eets)... By compariso
n, Alabama,
To Clean Playing Cards
pn ,xmintely 10 per cent of the far- with almost 4.5
ler cent of the farm
Soili.11 playing cards can
he
t';' ,'• lea] (ar!I
unr!
population, reeived
c
only 1.35 per cleani,1 I,y dipping a small sponge
p,•o;i:11.1 mine to
$200,000,- cent of farm ineutrie; and West in spirits if
camphor and rubbing
MO as against $138,000.000 in the Virginia, with
1.77 pre cent of the gently the card's surface. This will
cempaiable period of 1936. Conse- farm population, got
less than .5 restore the newness.
quently. total gross farm cash in- per cent of the farm income.
11011N11E.11s.
A Convenient High-Chair
come
not be far fis.as ae,000,Increaees in
agricultural inIf four rubber-tipped door stops
000,000 in the six month period.
come for this year will likewise are screwed into the legs of an orMRS J. C. yATEs,
Other factors beside higher in- vary widely over the
states. Great dinary chair, it will make an ideal
Jail; Apoiiittatit.
come will exert a beneficial influ- increase—in excess
of II percent— high chair for kitchen work, or for
ence on agricultural purchasing will be found in the
Middle Western a small child.
states, such as the Dakotas, Iowa
Ink Stains on Hands
arid Kansas. These states were the
A solution of peroxide of hydromost severely hit by draught. As gen containing a few drops of ama result, gains of several hundred monia will remove ink stains from
per cent may be registered in some the hands.
inasmuch as they produced relatively nothing during some u! last Select Your
When lluu u unt urniture ii trill pay you to see
Hens Now
year's crop seasons.
us. . ace can Iurnish one room or the entire
For
Fall-Wi
nter Laying
In the Western and Southern
home.
states, one or two of the Atlantic
Tennessee poultry producers are.
seaboard states, one or two of the advised
by A. J. Chadwell, U.-T. 1
NEW AND USED FURNITURE
Atlantic Seaboard States, and part Extension
Poultry Specialist,
to
i
REPAIRING - UP1101,s l'ER1NG
of the Northeastern group, farm
make final selection of hens for
income is expected to show rises of their laying
i
flocks for September.
from 6 per cent to 10 percent. In Hens that
lay tl,e most eggs in
Western California, Western Ore- August and
September lay
best ,
CHURCH STREET
gan and Western Washington, parts throughou
FULTO
N,
KY.
t hte year, studies made
1
of a few other states and almost by the
111•111111111.
U. S. Department of Agriculthe entire South, improvement will ture show,
he states.
range from 1 per cent to 5 percent.
As a guide for selecting hens for
In a small group of states, there egg'proaucrioh
Mr. Chadwell ewes
FiEfarefi-71p
i. —
will be declines in farm incomes the following suggestion
s for the
of from 1 per cent to 10 per cent. distiection
between layers and non- •
rN
refresnm„
I
Thus the future of agriculture layers:•
not touched by human eantag metal „
is bright Even so, at the next sea.
t.
r Tts.;:aliCal23
)
.
'ion of congress there will be a flood production
. When a hen stops layIf you are in need or money,
;41.; making
legislation designed to help ing, the comb tends to
dry down
short-time loans. We invite you to consult us, as
will p.-obably become lave, and and a whitish
scurf usually forms.
some
of
it
will be designed to help The abdomen is enlarged
we can help you solve your financial problems.
in the laythe farmer and some of it may pass er; in
the non-layer it is contracted.'
and there is always a chance that a The pelvis
bones are usually two to
LOANS 11 ADE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
more inclusive 'ever-normal gran- four finger
widths apart it. the layary" plan will be put into effect. er, but almost
closed together in the
QUICK SERVICE
Secretary Wallace strengly favors non-layer.
this scheme.
When a hen stops laying she
usually starts moulting. The later
Recent war activities have serv- a hen lays in the :Ammer
o
and fall
ed to illustrate an epochal change the greater will
be
past
he
yearly
IdE
12
.11
:
1
in the attitude of some of the ma- egg production, so that
the aea,
jor powers toward their interests producer is the late
layer and le •
in foreign countries. The United moulter. The earl*/
moulter is
States is gradually adopting the "short-time" or poor
layer as tie , •
view that in case of hostilities in hens cannot grow feathers
and lay:
foreign countries, we 1611 evaca- at the same time. Contrary
to genate the citizens who wish it and eral belief, the early moulter
dues
those who remain must take their not make the early
winter layer,
own chances. This marks a far Mr. Chadveell
points out.
cry from the day when the UnThe selection of breeding stock
ited States would go to almost any should be based
on (1) early maAvoid disease! Send your Laundry and PI:,
extremity to protect our foreign turity, (2) rate of
laying. (3) nonCleaning to Us, where it will be
investments. Various newspapers broodiness. and (4)
persistence of
polls indicate that this new policy laying. Pullets which
COMPLETELY STERILIZED
norm into
is overwhelmingly favored byt he laying early (five
to six months
bulk of citizens.
fir legliorns and six to seven
months general purpose breeds),
D. R. FRASER. Mgt.
usually are good layers and lay
SCRAPBOOK
persistently throughout the year.
By ROBERTA LEE

SUBSCRIBE FOR—

OMPIrli HOURS.
•Ioizii.fi.
1 to S P. 1*

PHONE 286
Subscribe to THE NEWS

Coal- Fertilizer
Kindling
Authorized Iron Fireman Dealer

CITY COAL CO.
FULTON, KENTUCKY

• FURNITURE IS OUR BUSINESS

CLEAN
AND
WHITEN
TEETH
with Cato., the Oxygen tooth powder which penetrates to
the hidden crevices between the teeth. Pleasant. Re!.
•
trig, Protects the gums and Is economical to use.
TRY CALOX AT OUR EXPE;43.:
What Calox will do for your teeth is easily demonstrated by
you In your own horn• at our expense. Simply fill In the
coupon with name and address and mail it to us. Yen will receive absolutely free•test can of CALOX TOOT fi POWDER,
lb* powder more and more people are using •very
FREE TRIAL COUPON
McKesson CIS.RobbincInc .P•trftelcn Conn
Dent A NP I
Send me • 10 der tr1•1 of CALOX TOOTH POWDER et ne
espense to me. I will it, It
Name
Add,...

0

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

N7
00
:

302 Walnut St., luiten. Ply.

Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
SPECIAL
ATTENTION
To the accurate fitting
of eye glasses.

Just Phone 753
JACK EDWARDS

FUNERAL HOME

s
0

DR.SELDON COHN

Coonmercial-Apperl
Louisville Courier • Journal
l'ouisville Times
St. Louis Post Dispatch
St Louis Globe Democrat
chicago Heraid-Esaminer
t'hicago American
thicago Tribune

Phone 7

HORNBEAK

------wraNsEIRSEPY/SERBRWR0

Winstead-Jones & Co.
•It V% ir
•

r urizttAL

.
1 1iP glik

218 Second Street

mirk

Phone 15

AMBULANCE SERVICE

JONES LOAN & INVESTMENT CO.

34

4111r

ORDER COAL

AS (LOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

JUST PHONE 702—WE DELIVER
Best Kentucky Coal, Kindling and
Plumbing Supplies.

P.1. JONES & SON COAL YARD

PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS

‘414.V.
—FOR—

Electrical
As

Appliances

and Contracting see

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
•
c c.in take (Arc of your electrical trouble,Electrical applianoes. Repair Sereke and Contracting.
Satisfaction (.uaranteed. We have had 14 sears
experience in electric maintenance and
service mork. Call 773.

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
.)01IN
WALNUT STREET

ANNOCK, Prop.
FULTON.IT.

orT

• rl' 1N IN. 1

F..' IT 1T--

LOWE'S CAFE
ar,, in Season
DA I'

Lake St., Fulton, Ky.

AND NIGHT SERVICE

Accurate
Mucilage Substitute
Quite often \Olen one is in
WORKMANSHIP
hurry to mail a letter, there will be
At Lou' Cost
hut one stamp and it has no muWatches, Clocks & Time Pieces
of
All Kinds Accurately Recilage on its back. In this predicapaired at Low Cost by—
ment all necessary is to moisten
the mucilage flap on another envel.4 XDREIT'S
ope. run the stamp over the dampJEWELRY COMPANY
ened part quickly, then place on ,
the letter to be mailed.
checks
Mending a Cracked Range
COLDS
4•••••••••••••eme
A crack on the inside of a range
and
can be mended by using a filler
made of equal parts of common taFEVER
ble salt and wood ashes. malaten- liquid Tablets.
first d..1
ed with water to the proper con Salve. Nose Drive Headache. 30 min.
Try eitutaMy Tism"
sistency. The filler will dry hard
World's fleet Liniment
and will be lasting.
The Hanging Rasket
A novel way to water the hanging basket, without spilling water
on the floor, is to insert a small
,Sutferers
funnel in the dirt, as near the center as possible. hidden by the foliage. Fill this funnel with water every day, and the soil will soak up
the w titer gradually.
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
Testing Coffee
MONEY BACK
A way to test the quality of cofTug WILLA R r TRU TMENT has
Ortviatat prompts dennitet meet In
fee is to put a spoonfull in a glass of
11601111161011,.1 came of Starneeft amid
egomasstal Meow due to Sersereard
cold water and add a few drep,e
lEp, an.' athar tomsof AssesteriS
lemon juice. If the coffee is puie
Oren due to Rfo:ss
ig
im
ia SOLD ON
sere arnit_
cornr
.
ows%;
e,
lr.
alit remain on top of the water ,t
tioek
foe
tr
—at
not:, the water will becorne bre‘i1.
In color.
The Patch Rag
SENNETT'S DRUG STORE
A most practical patch bag can be
Fulton, Ky.
made from a yard or two of mos1
WEARS
DRUG STORE
quito netting. This enables one to
Water Valley. Ky.
„
AS:iWIseisi,...
.- tismasiiiimillitheilia,
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STOMACH ULCERS
64,'; HYPERACIDITY

I'M A NEW WOMAN
itiANKS TO PURSANG
V.., Pursang contains elements of
proven value,such asOrgan Copper
and Iron, which quickly aid nature in
building rich, red corpuscha. When
this happens, the appetite imprnynk.
Neremstraes clinapperarn. Energy and
etre/teeth usually return_ You feel
A new persints. Oft PUllting from you
druggist.
VOW

4100.••••••••••••••=.

LOOK 20 YEARS
YOUNGER
Br Usthe

JAMES B. CASEY'S
HAIR RESTORER
Sold on a Positive
Guarantee
Restores hair to its natural
color, and will positieely cure
dandruff and eczema.
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 00e on our moneyback guarantee

JAMES B. CASEY
KANDER SHOP
Hair Cut
Slu ve
•00•111111WM.

25c
- 15c

•••• ••••••

FL)LTON COUNTY N EWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
•-•

Arerage. Kentuckian
Worth About $1,327
_
FRANKFORT, KY.,—Based en
recent census estimates and the
latest compilation of assessed property ealuations in the state., the
a‘erage Kentuckian is worth 1,927
taxable dollars, Department of Re.
venue records showed recently.
An1 luring the fiscal year that
ended June 0eh, 1937, the same
Kentuckian spent $15.44 as los per
capita share em maintaitung and
operating the state government
Based on population of 2,700,000,
which is only an estimate and is
slightly higher than the '30 official
census figures. and on .e.seaaaI pro.
perty valuations of $3,584,992.277,
each Kentuckian was the owner of
cash or property valued at $1.327

storing the I t (Laval year
Department ef Revenue records
lists the assessed value of taxable
otkiperty other than intangibles
at $2.663,K21,530, and of intangibles at $42i,170.747, or a total of
$3.584,92,277.
The per capita cost of operating
the state government is calculated
on net expenditures from the general fund and road fund during
the last fiscal year.
Money and Time
Money and time are the heaviest
bur dens of life, and the unhappiest
ef all mortals are those who have
more of either than they know
how to use--Johnson.
Ignorance
It is with narrow-souled people
as with narrow-necked bottles—the
less they have in them the more
noise they make in potiring it out.

Very Little Limestone
Owned In Japan

althful.- Ileulthy means possessThe school of experience can also
II ,\ ‘,.mpanions and
mg health, us, "The boy is healthy.' boast that its students wear a tint- will tell (lieu ve hat thy art.—Cerpair
4. Say, "Everyone of the five men fot o, It''.
vantes.
was questioned." One is the regular subject. 5. Say. "flow much
Lagoon itsessoon PASSINO111 ITIANIS ON 'NI 1441111411,111'
money have you earned since your
eildlegfus
salary was raised?" 6. Say, "1 sel
ST(Am
ected the. first two pieces" They Call
be but one first.
lit

There were 61,040 head of sheep
in Japan at the end of 1996, according to statistics reported to the
Louisville District office of the Department of Cemmeree. This was
an increase of 13,737 read or 29 per
cent, compared with 1935. These
sheep were in the hands of 21,044 SPARKS OF WISMn1
families, of which 71 percent. or
By CEDERIC SINne.
15,000 families, owned only or two
Ingratitude
sheep, while only 9 per cent of the
We can be thankful to a friend
families owned five or more. It is
therefore apparent that a large for a few acres, or a little money,
sheep ranch does not exist in Ja- and yet for the freedom and compan. A ver similar situation exists mand of the whole earth, and for
in Japan watt- respect to cattle as the great benefits of our being, our
at the end of 1936, 1,371027 famil- life, health and reason, we look upies held 1,770,938 head of cattle, a on ourselves as under obligation.
gain of 86,477 head or nearly five --Seneca.
What is difficulty? Only a word
per cent, from the preceding year.
Imports of sheep into Japan totaled indicating the degree of strength
I'opt..
only 1,800 head in the first half of requiredbmf infw w w w wwww
1937, which were the result of two! requisite for accomplishing particushipments received by that country' lar objects; a mere notice of the
in June from Australia. It has beenf necessity for exertion; a bugbear to
reported in Japan that a company children and fools; only a mere.
will be organized in Manchuria! stimulus to men.—Samuel Warren
Forbearance
which will import sattle from foreign countries, distribute the nnIt is a noble anti 1i:tat thing to
ported stock throughout the coun- cover the blemishes, and to excuse.
try and manufalture by-products of the failings of a friend; to draw
a curtain before Ins stains; to dis
the industry.
play hi perfection... to bury' he
tveaknessses in silence, but to proBETTER ENGLISH
claim his virtues fro orn the house.
By
ti -p — South.
C. WILLIAMS
USE
What is wrong with each of
Carefulnes
these sentences?
OUR
For want 'of a li:111 the shoe was
1. All of Helen's children
St: fol• want if a •Iloor• the
•
raised to California.
,
%%as Is .St
and !lir want of a I:
2. Ile poured about three tearider was lost; hying
spoonsful of liquid into each glass. taken and slain by the roomy.
3. Apples are very healthy.
for want of care about a horseslee
4. Everyone of the five men nail. --Benjamin Franklin.
We re questioned.
Enthusiasm
5. How much money have you
Nothing was ever achieved withmade since your salary was raised? out enthusiasm.—Emerson
6. I selected the first two pieces.
Intemperance
Modern Cars Need Mod•m
Answers
Those men who destroy a is alBatteri••
I. Use rear when referring to a fitful constitution of body by intern n, Grant ..nunouro deolgaed ta•
That'.
person, raised when referring to an . perance and an irregular life, de
ari. Polar KIN. sit% SI slole•--tho Sum,
Out) loth Oh plater—but tither among it.
animal. "The children were rear- 1 manifestly kill themselves,
a
5.1 the root I, WV
osuntry's Aloof powerful
ed." "The farmer raised some those who hang or poison, or drown
'Ittle higher thaa in• ertimr).
hogs." 3. Say spoonfuls, a6duls, tliemselves.—Sherlock.
N. matter what the tire. @tor) Grant Io do•
olgood for owlet, yoat•oonad start's.. Is feet,
handfuls 3 Say.. "Apples are very
Knowledge
there's NON( BETTER
When you know a thing, to hold
SW. MORO) yot hove till kolas, of security
slth • Now, Grant Battery. rugged la ma.
wELL
that you know it; and when you
itrurtion. aad guaranteed an I. is* )41".
Liaen
the Voi,e of I
not know a thing, to allow that y
v
4 o.,.
s,
sa•
et criagli. N. 13.C.— WL.A1 No,
do
know it; this is knowledge.
—Confucius.
Borrowing
Go to friends for advice; to
men for pity; to strangers
HOTOR COMPANY! By Dr. .4. C. WADE
PASCHALL ST. SOUTH FULTD 4
charity; to relatives for nothing
Fulton, Ky.I
St.
"'mirth
_
HEADACHES
Spanish Proverb.
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BUDGET PLAN
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HOLMAN SERVICE STA.
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I. H.READ

KEEp
WITH CHIROPRACTIC

EXCITED!

Dine-iktnee-Enjoy Iourself!
•PLAX FOUR NEXT PARTY
AT LOWE'S NEW AND MODERN

Repose
FOR

SEE YOUR
DODGEPLYMOUTH
DEALER

-

Does your head ache in the
When a man finds not repose in
morning? Why not get relief? For himself, it is in vain for him to seek
years Chiropractors have been re- it elsewhere.—From the French.
lieving headache sufferers. Technique has been developed for the
succsesful treatment of MIGRAINE, or sick headache. In 1500
ttitt cases, complete recovery or
ntimediate relief was shown. Give
your nerves a chance to function
freely. The only curative power
there is resides within the living
organism; hence, a cofe can only
be obtained by cooperating with
the inherent curative forces of the
body. Your Chiropractor can secure the release of the nerves and
they will bring about a restoration
of normality of your body.
There is a Chiropractor in your
Community.

-

-1111111111111191111111

CONDITION
your 150111t

BETTER SIGHT
LAMPS

—Because they are reconditioned
anti !Wilt for SERVICE!

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE OUR USED
CARS BEFORE YOU BUY:
1936 DODGE I
TON TRUCK. long wheel base ..... $495.00
1136 CHEVRO1 I I 1 , • TON TRUCK. long wheel base $625.00
1934 CHEVRO1 I I I
TON TRUCK long wheel base.... $350.00
1936 CHEVRO1 IT COUPE
1931 CHEVROI I l' TOWN SEDAN
$225.00
1933 CHHEVRO1 I I I OACH (Master)
• . $475.00
1936 DODGE PICK-UP
$500.00
1934 FORD COACH
1931 FORD COACH
516:,.00

I. H. READ MOTOR CO.
USED CAR LOT
.41 the CORNER SERVICE STATION

11011

AT LOW COST
with scicutipt

DEPENDABLE!
Every Automobile Owner—like all sportsmen—like:, DEPENDABILITY in a car as well
as in a player on the football field. For that
reason, we strive to recondition the Used Cars
,ve sell, so that they will render the most satisfaction possible for the money involved.

11

UPSTAIRS OVER LOWE'S CAFE

*in:mber, you'll never oil ii buL.,
GO"( IO
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Kestack,

ONE PAIR OF REAL EYES
is best to treat Mon kindly
Well-fitted glasses are not a substitute for poor light.
In order to read or study or do other close work, comfortably and easily, you need plenty of good light the
neither glares nor casts deep shadows.
Put scientifically designed Better Sight !.amps in every
room in your home and you'll have a flood of cheery
soft illumination to please your eyes and lift your
spirits'

Sight Lamps arc much more efficient than oldbut cost no more.
lamps,
style
Come in tomorrow and see our new 1938 Better Sight
Lamps in floor and table models. Use our budget pur"painlessly."
chase plan to light kondition your home
Your electrical servant.
REDDY KILOV'Arr

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
ARE THOMPSON, Manager
1

